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Dear Reader Okay, so you are in the death throes of the latest and greatest "make money" scheme. You

have spent enough money on "guaranteed" winners to finance a third world country. In fact you aren't
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sure you are going to make this month's hosting payment! Logically, we know that joining (buying) every

get rich quick plan that comes along is not a good idea. In fact buying these programs have driven people

into the death throes of Internet marketing. You KNOW you shouldn't do it, but it's so hard to resist. The

offer is very compelling. Before you know it you've convinced yourself that this is THE ONE. The one that

will propel you over the top to financial independence. Is it time to jump off the merry-go-round? Are you

ready to experience true success? How about having some "INcome instead of "outGO?" Can you

imagine your inbox full of "payment received" notices? Can you see yourself viewed as an authority on

your favorite forums? Just imagine living the lifestyle you desire. Maybe your secret desire has nothing to

do with "things" but is motivated by helping others. It really doesn't matter. The only obstacle that

separates you from the success you deserve is the "vehicle." Change the vehicle and you will definitely

change the destination. If something is not working, do something different! Can it really be that simple?

Yes it can. Ask yourself these three questions: 1. What if I showed you that you could easily build a huge

list for free? 2. What if I told you that you can gain instant credibility? 3. What if I told you that you can

make a big difference to you and your life? You can and we'd like to show you just how simple it is. Why

Interviewing Experts Can Set Your Business On Fire When you interview an expert there are more

benefits to you than just the knowledge and information that you can gain from the interview. You are

automatically aligning yourself with this expert and his or her success. It happens almost like osmosis.

You become an "authority" practically overnight. A secondary benefit is associating with a known expert

enhances your credibility and builds a positive business reputation. The positive result is attracting new

customers and business opportunities. Okay, so how does all this happen? How do I do it? Glad you

asked. You need our comprehensive guide called "How to Make Money Interviewing Experts." and some

of the best parts are . . . * It isn't written by a guru or a technophobe. It's very easy to read. * It does not

require much time. You'll breeze through the 200+ pages. Cost of the guide is minimal - yopu'll laugh at

the price! Our author, Andy Sacker has created a very comprehensive guide that will riveted to every

page. Understand that you CAN do this. Take a look at what you'll uncover: Learn how to find experts to

interview. Find out how to prepare for the interview. Discover how to ask the right questions. Learn how to

create a powerful profitable interview.
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